Abstract
Introduction
Understanding implemented software architectures is a core activity in a number of software engineering tasks, including analysis, maintenance, reengineering and reuse [10] . However, because software is seldom documented properly [21] , and because the code fails to capture high-level design information [24, 2] , the architecture understanding process can be very difficult without prior knowledge of the system's architectural style and its underlying development platform. For example, recognising implemented pipes in a pipe-and-filter system requires at least a basic knowledge of how pipes can be implemented using the system's underlying programming language.
Recently, a number of architecture recovery tools have been developed aimed at supporting the architecture understanding process [11, 8, 14, 9] . In general, those tools provide mechanisms to facilitate analysis of code artifacts based on language and style domain knowledge. Two tools, in particular, ManSART [11] and ART [8] , organise domain knowledge in the form of an extensible architectural style library, and provide a pattern-matching mechanism that can be used to recognise instances of the styles' abstractions in the source code.
In this paper, we focus on the problem of recognising the implementation of a particular kind of architectural abstraction-executable components-within a particular domain-distributed systems. By an implemented executable component we mean any set of compilation units (or modules) that make up a distinct executable program at system building (i.e., compilation and link) time. By a distributed system we mean any software system composed of multiple executable programs, which may interact at runtime using some sort of inter-component communication mechanism, e.g., pipes, sockets, RPCs, etc.
The association of source code modules to executable components is a problem that has not been directly addressed by most architecture recovery tools-at least not by means of automatic or semi-automatic techniques. A common justification for the lack of automated support is that information on the modules that constitute each executable component in a software system can be easily obtained by manually examining the system's configuration files (e.g., makefiles). In this paper, we contend that configuration files are neither the ideal nor the most accurate source of information on executable component modules. In particular, we argue that configuration files can be limited in this respect in at least three ways:
1. Large-scale software systems tend to require large configuration procedures (with the number of configuration commands at least proportional to the number of modules in the source code). In addition, configuration information can be spread across the whole source code rather than localised in a single configuration file.
As a consequence, manual extraction of configuration information may not be a trivial task.
2. Poorly maintained systems also can have poorly maintained configuration files. In the worst scenario, configuration files may contain information that is not completely accurate with respect to the source code evidence. For example, a configuration file may describe a module as being part of the dependences for an executable component even when the component code no longer uses resources provided by that module. The inclusion of unnecessary or redundant header files is consequence of a similar problem [25] .
3. Most remarkably, configuration files do not distinguish which modules are used exclusively in the implementation of a particular component and which are shared by multiple components. This distinction is important because component exclusive modules implement functionalities that are unique to each component, and which define the components' unique behaviour at runtime.
At a very high level, distinguishing component exclusive modules from shared modules imposes a two-layer view on the source code. A common approach to recognise layered source code views is by examining the system's directory hierarchy [15] . Intuitively, modules could be organised into directories in a way that the separation between component exclusive modules and shared modules would be clear. Unfortunately, though, the source code for a distributed system can be organised following a multitude of criteria, many of which not necessarily component-oriented. For example, a directory may contain modules exclusive to more than one component, both component exclusive modules and shared modules, or even only part of the modules for a component.
We have developed a module classification technique aimed at automatically recognising executable component modules. The technique is based on information extracted from the source code itself, and so relies neither on configuration files nor on directory structures. It is to some extent similar to the technique used by ManSART to identify the calling contexts of a task [13] . Like ManSART's, it uses the notion of entry procedures as the primary factor to determine the modules of an executable component. Unlike ManSART's, it explicitly classifies component modules as either exclusive or shared. The technique has been used in a number of case studies to investigate how component module classification may contribute to help understand distributed software architectures. In this paper, we report on a case study where the technique has been successfully applied to recognise component exclusive modules in the Field distributed programming environment [22] . The module classification results also proved useful as a basis upon which some aspects of an implicit-invocation model of Field, described elsewhere [18] , could be investigated.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. The next section presents the module classification technique and defines its underlying concepts. Section 3 gives an overview of the technique's support tools. Section 4 describes the results of the case study involving Field. Section 5 comments on some of the technique's limitations and discusses some of its other potential applications. Finally, section 6 concludes the paper by summarising the work and outlining some of our current research.
The module classification technique
An integral part of the module classification technique are the concepts of entry and library modules, and the module dependency graph system model. We first introduce these concepts and then explain how they are used in our module classification scheme.
Entry and library modules
At the source code level, an executable component comprises an entry module and, optionally, one or more library modules. What constitutes an entry module varies from programming language to programming language. In most of them, an entry module is characterised by the presence of a program entry point: a construct or subroutine specially designated to be the start of program execution. In Pascal, for example, entry points are procedures defined by the reserved word PROGRAM; in C and C++, main functions; in Java, either main class methods in the case of Java applications, or class constructors derived from the Applet class constructors in the case of Java applets; and so on.
While a library module may be reused across different programs, an entry module can only be associated with a single program. Thus, identifying entry modules is the first step towards understanding what, how many and where executable components are implemented in the source code for an unfamiliar distributed system. In addition, once the entry module of a component is identified, the other (library) modules of the component can be automatically recognised by analysing the dependencies among the entry module and the rest of the modules in the source.
The module dependency graph
A module dependency graph (MDG) is an abstract graph model of the modules of a system source code and their depends-on relationships. Each node of an MDG corresponds to a distinct source code module, and a directed edge between two nodes, say x and y, represents the fact that module x depends on (i.e., uses resources defined by) module y.
Formally, we define an MDG as a particular kind of flow graph [12] : The above definition captures two typical properties of flow graphs: there is a specific node at which to begin, and every node is accessible from this initial node. These properties can be guaranteed during an MDG construction process as follows. If the initial MDG, constructed based on extracted source code information, contains multiple root modules (i.e., multiple component entry modules, in the case of a distributed system MDG), then a single "superroot" module can be added with an edge to each root module of the initial graph. Any subgraph inaccessible from the root can either be removed, if the subgraph is found to contain only "dead" modules (i.e., modules no longer needed), or be reintegrated to the graph, if the dependency relationships required to reconnect the subgraph are found to be missing due to limitations of the source model extraction technique used [18] .
Let us now define two important relations to reasoning about the modules of an MDG. The dominance relation is well-known and has been used to reason about a variety of flow-graph based program models, including control/data flow graphs [12, 1] , call graphs [5] and, more recently, object aliasing graphs [6] . In the context of MDGs, the dominance relation captures the notion of "exclusive (transitive) dependency" between modules: if a module x dominates another module y, then every module not dominated by x that depends on y does so only indirectly via x.
It is easy to show that both the reachability and dominance relations are reflexive, antisymmetric and transitive, and that the graph of the reflexive and transitive reduction of the dominance relation is a tree-there is a path from x to y in the tree if and only if x dominates y [12] .
Module classification
We use the notion of entry modules together with the reachability and dominance MDG relations to define three categories of module: component specific modules, component exclusive modules and shared modules.
Component specific modules
We say that a module m is specific to a component if and only if the entry module of that component depends directly or indirectly on m. Component specific modules can be defined in terms of the reachability relation as follows. Expressing these three module categories formally, in terms of graph and set operations, not only defines the categories unambiguously, but has the added benefit that the definitions themselves can be seen as declarative algorithms for the identification of the modules of each category.
Definition 2.4 (Component specific modules) Let

Tool support
The module classification technique is supported by a set of new and off-the-shelf tools, which together constitute the module classification prototype. The prototype uses a customised program analyser as its front-end, and Prolog as the back-end (Fig. 1) . The analyser was generated with Gen++ [7] specifically to extract information concerning definition and use of global program entities (variables, structured data types, functions, etc.) from C and C++ programs. 1 Having Prolog as the back-end offers several advantages: it supports rapid prototyping; it can state graph models of programs in a database fashion, and query them interactively; and its declarative programming style makes it easy to describe graph and set based program analysis algorithms [3] . Using Prolog to implement the MDG system model and its associated relations, as well as the declarative module classification algorithms, has proved straightforward.
The prototype works in the following way. First, the front-end analyser parses the given source code files, writing out information of interest in the form of a Prolog database. Second, a name resolution engine accesses this database to identify where the names referenced by each 1 Some existing program information systems, such as Ciao [4] and Field's own cross reference tool [16] , can as well extract definition/use of global entities from C and C++ code, and could have also been used as the front-end for our prototype. module are defined; then, based on the derived definition/use relationships between modules, the engine constructs the MDG system model. Third, a classification engine clusters the MDG modules according to the module classification technique, writing out the results in the graph language accepted by dotty, a graph visualisation tool [20] . Finally, once in dotty, a layout of the classification results can be easily displayed on screen, hard copied or saved in another format such as GIF.
A dotty layout can be configured with respect to a number of parameters, including inter-node space, node and font size, compression rate, etc. Other configuration options include node clustering, edge concentration, and node and edge elision. The prototype takes advantages of these parameter and options, and of additional constraints that may be provided by the user (e.g., show only modules that are part of a given set of directories, or show modules without labels, grouped by directory), in an attempt to generate graph descriptions whose layout are readable even for large systems. 
Case Study
The subject system
The module classification prototype has been applied to recognise executable component modules in Field [22] , a LAN-based distributed programming environment implemented in C/Unix. Field comprises a number of programming tools, including text and annotation editors, data structure visualisers, a customised interface for the local system debugger, and a cross reference facility. The tools communicate via message exchange and event notification, by means of a selective broadcast mechanism provided by a centralised message server. Each tool registers with the message server a set of patterns that describe the message it is interested in. Any tool can send a message to the message server, which rebroadcasts it to all the tools that have registered a pattern matching the message [22] .
The Field source contains the C code for the programming tools and for a number of utility packages required by the tools. Each tool/package is organised into a separate directory within the source code directory hierarchy. Files are named with a common string prefix that uniquely identifies their containing tool or package; for example, the files of the message facility are all named with the prefix msg, and the files of the cross reference facility are all named with the prefix xr. In total, the source code contains 533 files, out of which 416 are modules (.c) and 117 are header files (.h). Altogether, modules and headers comprise over 100,000 non-blank lines of code.
The source code is accompanied by more than 40 configuration files, which are spread across every directory containing implementation modules. To give an idea of the relative complexity of these files, a complete installation of Field requires more than 1,500 configuration commands, involving compilation, link, directory navigation and file manipulation.
With the interest of avoiding cluttering the exposition, here we describe only the classification results concerning a subsystem of the Field source. However, to certify that the results presented are of value, we have selected a subsystem that we though to be representative of the way that Field as a whole is implemented. Table 1 lists the tools and packages selected, along with their name prefix, number of modules, and number of non-blank lines of code.
The results
The modules in each of the the subsystem's directories were scanned by the prototype's analyser in order to construct the subsystem's MDG. The initial MDG was not a proper flow graph, as it contained several entry modules. To make it flow-graph compliant, we added a new root module with an edge to each of the entry modules. The extended (single-rooted) MDG is shown in Figure 2 .
The MDG modules were then classified by the prototype's classification engine. The results, which make explicit the distinction between component exclusive modules and shared modules, are shown in Figure 3 .
By correlating the module classification results with the subsystem's directory organisation, we gained a number of interesting insights into the way that executable components are implemented in Field:
The association of modules to tools is more subtle than the source code organisation indicates. For example, we had thought of the system debugger interface initially as some sort of "wrapping" component for a local system debugger. However, the classification results show that no component entry module is found among the debugger interface modules (i.e., those with prefix dbg). Interestingly, the debugger interface modules were actually classified as part of the executable component of entry module fieldmain, which corresponds to Field's main control panel. The modules of the cross reference facility with prefix xref were classified in a similar way. After a manual examination of the code and the relevant documentation, it turned out that these two set of modules, with prefix dbg and xref, respectively, do implement control panel's functionalities: the former, a graphical window interface for the system debugger, and the latter, a graphical window interface for the cross reference database. Some "tool" directories contain the entry module, and the main library modules, for more than one executable component. For example, the directory for the cross reference facility contains two entry modules, xrdbmain and xrfsmain, and the directory for the message facility contains three, namely msgsend, msglisten and msgserver.
Based solely on the number of their exclusive modules, executable components appear to have a significant variation in terms of functionality complexity-in one end of the spectrum, the three executable components of the message facility are all implemented through a single exclusive module (their own entry module); in the other end, the control panel's executable component alone involves 13 exclusive modules.
All executable components but the one of entry module xrdbmain, which corresponds to the cross reference database, depend on at least one module of the message facility or the socket-communication package. This fact raised the hypothesis that the cross reference database may not interact with the other tools directly via the message server, and thus should possibly rely on another component for doing so. Another manual investigation confirmed the hypothesis: Field tools request and receive information from the cross reference database via the cross reference server (of entry module xrfsmain), which acts as a kind of messagebased interface between the cross reference database and the other tools.
Correlation with another source model
During analysis of a large-scale distributed software systems, with complex configuration files, as it is the case of Field, directory structures are certainly the most natural source of information on executable component modules. In this sense, the fact that the Field source is not completely organised into an one-component-per-directory basis is of particular interest. It implies that one cannot reason with much confidence about Field's implemented components if component modules are identified based strictly on the source code organisation. To illustrate the point, we correlated the module classification results with a model of the implicit-invokes relation over Field tools that has been previously reported by Murphy and Notkin [18] .
In their model, Murphy and Notkin considered "tools" to be all those sub-directories of the Field source that had a /bin available in which to place an executable. They used a lightweight lexical technique to extract event names from the C calls involved in event registration and announcement in the modules contained in each tool directory. By match- ing the event names that each tool registers and announces, they were able to form a static approximation of the dynamic implicit-invocations between Field tools. Curiously, their model includes some self-relationships, that is, according to the model, some tools appear to implicitly-invoke themselves. This is the case, for example, of the control panel and of the cross reference facility. As the model is only a static approximation of the implicit-invocations that occur between tools at runtime, there is a possibility that the self-relationships are false positives, i.e., relationships that do not actually occur, but which were somehow incorrectly included in the model. However, the module classification results offer another hypothesis: some of the selfrelationships may in fact represent implicit-invocations between two different executable components whose exclusive modules happen to be contained in the same tool directory.
Not surprisingly, a further manual investigation confirmed this hypothesis for some of the tools involved in selfrelationships. For example, the self implicit-invocation involving the cross reference facility was found to be due to a potential implicit-invocation between the control panel's cross reference window interface (implemented by the library modules of prefix xref in the cross reference tool directory) and the cross reference server (implemented by the executable component modules of prefix xrfs in the same directory). Even though the cross reference graphical interface is described in the Field documentation as a separate tool, in the compiled system its invocation command is actually a symbolic link to the control panel's executable. Therefore, we can say that the cross reference self-relationship included in Murphy and Notkin's model of Field in fact represents a potential implicit-invocation between two functionally related executable components that are part of different Field tools. Overall, we argue that their model could perhaps be even more revealing had executable component modules-and not only the modules in each tool directory-been considered as tool code.
Discussion
The set of runtime components of a distributed system may not always have an one-to-one relation with the set of executable components implemented in the source code. In practice, a single executable component may perform internal multitasking by creating new "dynamic" components at runtime. In this case, the module classification technique would fail to associate modules to the dynamic components, as a dynamic component, unlike traditional executable components, has no entry module of its own. The entry point for a dynamic component is neither designated a priori by the language nor statically associated with any particular subroutine. Rather, it can only be determined by the construct used for dynamic component creation. Examples of such a construct include C's fork(), Ada's task, and the constructors of the Java library class Thread.
To handle dynamic components, the module classification technique would have to adopt a more flexible definition for the concept of a component entry point. This would be based on the semantics of the component creation constructs used in the system code. The idea is that, once the entry point for a potential dynamic component is identified, either manually or with the help or more sophisticated tools, it should be possible to extend the MDG system model in a way to have the modules of the dynamic component explicitly represented. This could be done by adding a "virtual" entry module for the dynamic component, and then "transfering" all module dependencies found in the dynamic component entry point from their original module (the one containing the component creation construct) to the new virtual entry module. In this way, the dynamic component would have an entry module of its own, and so its other library modules could be identified and classified by the technique like the modules of any traditional executable component.
The module classification technique is also limited in the sense that understanding an implemented distributed system involves much more than identifying executable component modules. For example, identifying component exclusive modules in a client/server system is unlikely to reveal the role of the identified components within the system architecture (e.g., which components are clients and which are servers) or the communication mechanisms that those components may use to interact at runtime. While architecture recovery is not the final goal of the module classification technique, its results can be certainly used to complement, guide or constrain the application of more sophisticated techniques. The use of the technique to investigate aspects of an implicit-invocation model extracted from the Field source is a good example of that.
Finally, we believe that the module classification scheme proposed here may prove useful to a number of other software engineering tasks. Some potential applications include:
Maintenance effort estimation Part of the efforts required to correct, enhance or adapt a global distributed system feature can be estimated based on the category of the modules where the feature is implemented. For instance, modifying a message-exchange feature tends to be much more demanding if message-related facilities are spread across the exclusive modules of multiple components, rather than encapsulated in shared modules.
Change impact analysis
The impact of changing a module can be predicted, at least at the module level, based on the module's category. Changing an exclusive module affects at most the other exclusive modules of the same component. Changing a shared module, on the other hand, may affect not only other shared modules but also exclusive modules of multiple components.
Reuse When a new component is to be developed based on the functionalities of existing components, the exclusive modules of those components, being the locus of the components' unique functionalities, can be considered the primary candidates for reuse.
Compliance-checking In the case that there exists a model (documentation, naming conventions, directory hierarchies, mental models, etc.) describing components in the terms of exclusive and shared modules, then the results of the module classification technique can be used to check (perhaps with the help of compliancechecking tools [19, 23] ) whether the existing model complies with the source code evidence.
Restructuring The module classification results can also be used as a basis upon which the source code can be restructured, perhaps automatically, so as to make explicit the relation between modules and implemented components.
Alternative views By bringing about the opportunity to correlate component module classification with other types of source models, the technique offers a practical way of imposing alternative views on existing distributed architectures.
Conclusion
We presented a module classification technique that can help in the identification of executable component modules in a distributed software system. Unlike existing approaches, the technique explicitly distinguishes between component exclusive modules and shared modules. This distinction is important to understand the individual functionalities and potential runtime behavior of each component. A number of other software engineering tasks, such as change impact analysis, reuse and restructuring, may also benefit from it. We reported on a case study where the technique was successfully applied to provide various insights into the way executable components are implemented in the Field distributed programming environment.
The module classification technique is part of X-ray [17] , an approach being developed to support architecture recovery in the distributed software domain. The principle behind X-ray is that the process of recovering distributed software architectures can be more effective when supported by a combination of reverse engineering techniques and tools, which process and derive new source code information at varying levels of abstraction. Currently, we use component module classification as a framework for the application of more sophisticated recovery techniques, including program pattern-matching and feature reachability analysis.
